
Revelation 16 Part 6 

 

1.  Preliminary Considerations (DISCUSSED) 

2.  Contextual Interpretation 

CHAPTER 16 REPRESENTS THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE FINAL FIVE MONTH SIEGE OF THE ROMANS LEADING 

TO JERUSALEM’S COMPLETE DESTRUCTION IN SEPTEMBER OF 70 AD. 

*Correction to previous week’s statement about Mat 12; connection to the gospel. 

2.19. (15) = Through these very allusive words, the destruction of Jerusalem (and subsequent handing over of the 

kingdom to the re-constituted Israel of the church) is revealed to be the fulfillment of the “secret return” 

prophesied by Christ Himself during His earthly ministry (Mat 24:32-44). This “secret return” therefore is very 

different than the so-called “secret rapture” of Dispensationalism (which is what these verses are attributed to 

within that system).  Though different in scope and nature, all of Christ’s returns will be “secret” (Consider 1Th 5:1-

11; 2Pe 3:1-13).  Even what Christ speaks about in Matthew 24 bears the marks of a larger prophetic trajectory (i.e. 

of a return on a much more global and visible scale – see Mat 24:29-31).  Many of the prophetic texts in Scripture 

function this way: an immediate trajectory which points to a larger yet future one (e.g. Isa 7:14). As previously 

discussed, the fact that these words by Christ fall in between the events which begin in verse 14 and concludes in 

verse 16 also strongly dictate that the interpreter see a direct connection between these events and Christ’s Olivet 

prophecy where this concept (of coming as a thief) is first rendered since this can be the only reasonable 

explanation for their interjection (to indicate that such events are the fulfillment of those prior words).   As such, 

verse 15 creates massive levels of theological confusion within the dispensational system since many Dispys view 

such words by Christ (“Behold I am coming as a thief”) as referring to His pre-tribulational “secret rapture” of the 

church, yet (at the same time) view this chapter as taking place at a time near the end of the tribulational period
1
. 

2.21. (16) “Armageddon” = (lit.) “Mt. Meggido”.  The reference itself bears significance since it clearly is meant to 

connect Jerusalem (a mountain) to Josiah’s Megiddo (a famous plains battlefield where God stood on the side of 

Israel’s enemy – See 2Chr 35:18-23).  Jerusalem, the mountain, is the new battle of “Megiddo”. 

2.22. (17a, c) = As with the seventh trumpet (Rev 11:15), when “the seventh angel pour[s] out his bowl” the goal of 

the bowls is reached (“and a loud voice came out of the temple, from the throne, saying, ‘It is done’!”).  However, 

whereas the trumpet sequence communicates that goal in the positive (“The kingdom of this world has become 

the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ”), the bowls reflect the negative (“The great city was split into three parts” 

– v19).  As such, the “kingdom of this world” (in 11:15) and “the great city” (of v19) are to be viewed as referring to 

the same locale:  Jerusalem.  

2.23. (17b) “into the air” = Like the “blood”, “sores” and “frogs” before it, this is no doubt an allusion to Exodus 

plagues against Egypt which brings with it a fierce and deadly storm and superlative language similar to what is 

found in the verses that follow (compare Exo 9:10-24 to Rev 16:18-21).  As before, such language communicates 

God’s divine judgment against a nation.  The Exodus plagues however also represent judgment against the 

                                                           
1
 To be fair, John MacArthur does not view the “thief in the night” references as referring to the rapture of the church.  See MacArthur Study 

Bible notes on 1Th 5:2.  This however is not the popular position within Dispensationalism (e.g. The hugely popular 1972 film, A Thief In The 

Night). 



individual (Rev 22:18).  They along with Egypt stand among the Bible’s supreme metaphors for the apostate and 

pagan under God’s wrath (e.g. Rev 11:8; Eze 23:19-20; Hos 8:11-14). 

2.24. (18) “ And there were flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder” =Through both its allusions to Exodus 

9 as well as the throne room  of God (see Rev 4:5) the clear message communicated is that the judgment being 

experienced by Jerusalem (and the Jews) is divine in nature.  This is also driven home by the fact that such 

weather-related phenomenon is accompanied by “a great earthquake” –since this is how Scripture speaks when 

God visits the earth in wrathful judgment through the armies of men (or other creatures) (Isa 29:6; Jer 8:16, 10:10; 

Joe 2:10; Eze 38:19-20;  Rev 8:5, 11:19; consider Mat 27:46-54); “such as there has never been since man was on 

the earth (lit. “the land”), so great was that earthquake” = Again, symbolism employed to communicate the 

severity of the situation.  In this case, the divine wrath which would be (and was) experienced by the Jews in 70AD 

(see similar language: Dan 12:1; Joe 2:2; Mat 24:21).  Based on the number of troops at that time of the siege (both 

Roman and foreign auxiliaries), there is little doubt that the ground around the city did indeed “quake” as it had 

never before. Historians estimate that the number of troops present to be somewhere between 80,000-100,000 

men when considering both the Roman installment as well as those supplied by foreigners making it the largest 

invasion in Jerusalem’s history (6
th

 Century Babylonian invasion = 60,000).  As discussed in Revelation 11, such 

quaking would also be a result of Jerusalem’s walls coming down (see Rev 11:13) giving further support to the fact 

that this is indeed the final portion of Jews’ war against the Romans: her final citadel is now crumbling. 

“An earthquake is a prophetic word picture for coming destruction of a society” – Ralph Bass 

2.25. It is interesting to note that even the Romans saw their warring as divine in nature.  Philostratus records that 

for this reason, Titus would not accept a wreath at victory, stating that he was merely God’s instrument in 

judgment against the Jews (The Life of Appolonius of Tyana, 6.29). 

2.26. (19) “the great city ” = Jerusalem is the “great city” in the book of Revelation (Rev 11:8); “was split into three 

parts “=  A clear allusion to Ezekiel’s prophecy of coming judgment against the Jews for their chronic unrepentance 

and apostasy (Eze 5:1-15); “and the cities of the nations fell, and God remembered Babylon the great, to make her 

drain the cup of the wine of the fury of His wrath.” = Jerusalem as God’s special dwelling place was crowned as the 

“center of the world” (v5—consider Mat 5:14) which meant that when she fell, the cities of the other nations “fell” 

or suffered as well (Rev 18:9-19).  Such language is yet another reason why John can call her “the great city”.  She 

like the great pagan city of Babylon (as the new Babylon – 1Pe 5:13) will suffer a similar fate (Jer 50:45-46, 51:6-7- 

similar language: earth trembling/quaking, cup of wrath; her fate wb permanent desolation: Jer 51:60-64—the 

same as the Kingdom of the Jews – Mat 23:38, 24:24:15 w/ Luk 21:20, Dan 11:31…Mat 21:43). 

“Jerusalem housed a temple famous beyond all other works of men.” – Tacitus 

 “[Jerusalem was] by far the most famous city of the Orient.” – Pliny 

“A city of great magnificence and of mighty fame among all mankind.” - Josephus  

(20) = As discussed before this is prophetic language (similar to Rev 6:14) indicating God's destruction of a nation 

(Israel) in  judgment (Isa 13:1-17, Eze 32:1-11; Joe 2:1-11, 25-31; Act 2:16-21= Joel's prophecy is beginning to be 

fulfilled again (against the Jews) and these are the signs!...why = vv22-33 b/c Jesus was Messiah and they killed 

Him...what's going to happen (in the fulfillment of what is quoted from Joel 2) = vv34-35---which is why they 

respond the way they do! v37  They knew what this prophetic lang. meant!--They were the target of God's coming 

judgment); Mat 21:18-22 w/Rev 8:8 and 18:21; Mat 24:29; Isa 34:1-5; Amo 8:1-9:4; Isa 2:12-21; Hos 10:1-

10...Consider Jesus' words regarding timeframe:  Luk 22:26-30--why weep for their children unless they would 

experience such things in their lifetime? 

(21) = Similar to Rev 11:19, such “hailstones” represent the boulders being catapulted upon the Jews as the 

Romans siege Jerusalem’s walls.  It also bears a connection to the Exodus “plague” (Exo 9:18-25) and therefore 

once more emphasizing its divine origins.  The unrepentant response of the Jews is also emphasized and again 

depicted as cursing (see v9-11).   


